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 That's also why I understand that Asperkdis deserve their very own guide to all of the hidden
social guidelines that are awfully confusing to us, even if they seem apparent to everyone
else. I know. Chock filled with illustrations, logic and also a practice program or six (in comic
strip style, thank you very much!Being truly a teen or tween isn't possible for anyone -- but it's
especially tough to get Asperkids."The Asperkids' (Key) Rule Book of Public Rules." This isn't
your momma's Emily Post, and there is absolutely no "don't perform this" finger-wagging or
patronizing "high and mighty preaching" Rather, the " here.Key" Reserve gives Asperkids (aged
10-17) respectful, funny insights written "for Aspies by an Aspie. " I was one, I taught a whole
bunch, and I will be increasing three!), this is actually the handbook every adult Aspie desires
we'd had developing up, but never do.
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Wow! This was very useful. He said it helped him to understand why he felt just how he did
and why he felt different. Gives kids insight! I found a description and it sounded as well
familiar. This publication has helped me more than I could have imagined. I didn't understand
that there have been so many social rules that I didn't know. It is written for adolescents, in an
instant, simple, matter-of-fact style." I like that it particularly spells out NT don't believe like or
understand you exactly the way you don't think like or understand them. I'm all over this incite.
I'm similar to Lenard Hofstadter.) I highly recommend this book for anybody who feels slightly
socially awkward. Best "how exactly to" publication for an Aspie kid! I wish I experienced found
the publication sooner. I purchased this book to help my son understand social situations and
help explain other people's actions towards him. We read one chapter together each night
and both learn from it. We actually reference it when he returns from school after a "bad day"
and appearance up how he could possess handled the situation in a different way. And we
won't usually agree, but we must find common ground somehow through compromise or
altering bahvaiors and if not there is consequences, not necessarily punishments, but
conseequences. there is no Asperger Syndrome diagnosis when I was a kid. The author does a
fantastic work of keeping the tone of the reserve on a peer level. He didn't get yourself a
diagnosis until age 10. The year prior to the diagnosis and various other years prior he
struggled with friendships and sense bullied and left out. Ordering even more copies to
provide to students! Provides clear situational answers to sometimes pointedly unpleasant or
"Aspie-blind" topics. Ideal for adults too! I am a grown-up with Aspergers and this book is quite
helpful! It really is packed full of information that I want I had referred to as a teenager, but the
info can certainly be employed to my adult life. I recommend this book! Great book!! But he
never reads a established (a set is 10-15 pages for us predetermined when starting it that day)
without saying "Okay, yeah, I could get that mom. Explains Neuro-typical actions with Aspie-
logic. This reserve is on point with the majority of the encounters and difficulties that a Aspie
kid goes through. Fantastic book! I purchased this book two months ago for my 11 year old
child who provides Asperger's. I highly recommend this book actually for adults with
Aspergers because they'll be going through most of the same situations. Girl with autism: "She
gets me! All of the topics are described in a manner that I, as an autistic adult with relatively
good social skills, find accurate. She was diagnosed with autism at 3 1/2, and today that she's
hitting those awkward preteen years, both of us thought this would be considered a great
book for her. It truly hits the nail on the top many times on her behalf. This was a great book
for my son diagnosed with Aspergers. Never does it browse "talked right down to" or
condescending at all. My little girl is very sensitive compared to that, and she enjoys this
thoroughly. I second another reviewer in this is a really better child’s edition of “ Steps to make
friends and impact people”. I recommend this reserve to all parents and children who would
like to "get it" aswell. :) reciting a few of it like mantra. I want I experienced found the reserve ..
This book isn't directly the reason nonetheless it offers been a great way for me personally to
remind him of how to become a good friend with real life application. Aspies Unite! Of all
books about Asperger's that I own, this is the only 1 with "how to" information for the kid.
Author's experiences Very relevant to Aspies. It will help an Aspie understand public situations
and make friends. The author also did a good job of selecting which topics kids are likely to
struggle with. I will try this. You could browse the whole book in one afternoon, but I
recommend 1 short chapter at the same time, to give yourself time to absorb the info and
think about how it applies to your life. I would recommend this book to anybody who has an
asperger kid in the pre-teen to tween age group. Excellent resource for autistic kids We am



myself autistic, but I bought this book for my younger cousin who's in her first yr of high
school. Out of all the books I possibly could find, this one had the most practical information
written in an age-appropriate way for a kid in the middle school to high school range. It really
is written to explain basic rules for kids who actually struggle understanding cultural
conventions. Also just gives great assistance for all those!" My 11 year older daughter loves this
book. I could see how that is accurate. My cousin apparently found it interesting, and was
running back and forth all day checking with her mother as she find out about a new social
convention that she got never realized was essential.This book is probably best for kids in at
least middle school, with solid reading skills. Additionally it is probably going to be best for
kids who've a lot of problems understanding *why* social rules are important. The writer has
another reserve written specifically for autistic young ladies, but from reading the preview it
appears to be aimed at older and/or older teenagers than this one is definitely. I am happy
with my purchase, and out of several books I have read, this is one of the better types
intended FOR autistic children and teens. It will be helps that the writer has Aspergers herself!
The first 40 pages is something my 10 year old and myself go back to over and over, reciting
some of it like mantra. (Sheldon Cooper of the Big Bang Theory, can be an extreme Aspie. No,
my 10 year old ASD kid does not want to learn the book, actually he hates reading. He's
getting new responses from kids and is able to recognize when he's not using pro cultural
behavior. So helpful for our teens We've used this for our teenagers with autism and
asperger's. So ideal for them to read and understand. Most importantly, they're making small
changes within their lives to attempt to make it better. Have recommended to numerous
people Gift Gift Five Stars My 10 yr previous Aspie loves this book How to keep friends and not
upset grownnups This book is a good way to start out a friends discussion with my child on
the spectrum. He is just starting 6th grade and I feel like it was an ideal time for this book. He
made his 1st friend!. Several topics probably require further discussion (for instance, the author
claims that it is a social rule for children never to question adults, that i disagree with),
nonetheless it is usually overall accurate, and an excellent simple "primer". She says this
author "gets it". Great Book! I bought this reserve for my boy when he was 13yo and 7th grade.
He carried it with him everywhere he went for a while. I'm 51; It appeared to lift a burden of be
concerned from him because he had a conclusion for why he sensed & behaved different
then his peers. I definitely recommend this book whenever your kid with Asperger's starts to
question why he/she is different and is usually struggling for an explanation. A Must Read! An
amazing reserve. He read this reserve over the summer time and gained insight into his
struggles that provided him confidence to approach this season differently.
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